Grover's algorithm can be employed in global optimization methods providing, in some cases, a quadratic speedup over classical algorithms. This paper describes a new method for continuous global optimization problems that uses a classical algorithm for finding a local minimum and Grover's algorithm to escape from this local minimum. Simulations with testbed functions and comparisons with algorithms from the literature are presented.
Introduction
In general, we could say that global optimization is about finding the best solution for a given problem. Global optimization algorithms play an important role in many practical problems. A recent review of different methods in global optimization can be found in [4] .
Recently, some papers addressed the problem of finding the global minimum of discrete [2, 7, 8] and continuous functions [9, 10] using quantum algorithms, where the method used in the discrete case is an extension of Dürr and Høyer's (DH) algorithm [3] , which in turn is based on the quantum search algorithm developed by Boyer et. al. (BBHT) [1] . This was made possible after Lov Grover has discovered the seminal algorithm for searching one item in an unsorted database with N distinct elements [5] . Grover's algorithm finds the position of the desired element querying the database O( √ N ) times, which is a quadratic improvement with respect to the number of times classical algorithms query the database.
The goal of this work is to present a new method to solve continuous global optimization problems. It is a hybrid method that uses an efficient classical algorithm for finding a local minimum and a quantum algorithm to escape from that, in order to reach the global minimum.
The article is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we describe the relationship between quantum algorithms and global optimization problems, and we review the DH and Baritompa et. al (BBW) algorithms. In Sec. 3, we describe the new method proposed in this paper. In Sec. 4, we present the simulations and discuss the results of this work. Finally, in Sec. 5, we present our conclusions.
Quantum Search and Global Optimization Problems
We start by describing the problem that Grover's algorithm addresses. Consider a boolean function h : {0, · · · , N − 1} → {0, 1}, where N = 2 n and n is some positive integer, such that h(x) = 1, if x ∈ M ; 0, otherwise,
where M ⊆ {0, · · · , N − 1}. The goal is to find an element x 0 ∈ M by querying function h(x) the least number of times. Grover [5] described a quantum algorithm that finds x 0 when |M | = 1, that is, the only element in M is x 0 . Grover's algorithm finds x 0 with probability greater than or equal to 1 − 1/N by querying h around √ N Grover's rotations, the final vector has a large overlap with the vector that represents the solution. This is the guarantee one needs to be sure that a measurement of the quantum computer in this final state will yield x 0 with high probability. One rotation in the algorithm is also called a Grover iteration. In each Grover iteration, function h is queried one time. The number of times h is queried is the main parameter to measure the efficiency of hybrid classical-quantum algorithms.
Boyer et. al. generalized Grover's algorithm in two directions [1] . Firstly, they considered the case |M | > 1 and showed that the number of rotations required to find one element in M with probability greater than or
The number of Grover iterations decreases when |M | > 1 because the dimension of the subspace of the Hilbert space spanned by elements in M is |M |. One obtains a large overlap between the final vector state of the quantum computer with the solution-subspace with less Grover rotations. That is a straightforward generalization of Grover's algorithm. Secondly, the authors addressed the problem of finding one element in M without knowing a priori the number of elements in M . The main problem in this case is to know what is the best number of rotations. If the algorithm performs too few or too many rotations, the probability to find the correct results becomes small. Their strategy is to start the algorithm by performing a small number of Grover rotations followed by a measurement, which yields an element x ∈ {0, · · · , N − 1}. One checks whether h(x) = 1. If that fails, start over again and increase the number of Grover rotations. The key point is to determine the increment rate. Formally, the BBHT algorithm [1] , which finds a marked element when the number of solutions is not known in advance (unknown |M |), can be written in a pseudo-code as Algorithm 1. Boyer et. al. proved that the expected running time of the algorithm is O( √ N /|M |) if each query to function h is evaluated in unit time. They observed that any value of λ in the range 1 < λ < 4/3 is allowed. Otherwise, set m to min{λm, √ N } and go to line 3;
Using the BBHT algorithm, Dürr and Høyer [3] proposed an algorithm to find the minimum element of a finite list L, which can be seen either as finding the index of the smallest element in a database or as a discrete global optimization problem. At the beginning, the algorithm selects at random one element y in L and searches for elements in set M = {y ′ ∈ L|y ′ < y} using the BBHT algorithm. If it succeeds, y ′ is the new candidate for minimum value and the BBHT algorithm will be used again and again until the minimum is found with probability greater than 1/2. In order to use the BBHT algorithm in the way we have described, we have to suppose that the number of elements of the list is N = 2 n and we have to search for the indices of the elements (instead for the elements themselves), because the domain of function h in Grover's algorithm is {0, · · · , N − 1}. The details can be found in Ref. [3] . Dürr and Høyer showed that the running time of the algorithm is O( √ N ) and the probability of finding the minimum is at least 1/2. Their analysis is valid when all elements of the list are distinct.
Baritompa et. al (BBW) [2] used the DH algorithm to propose a generic structure of a quantum global optimization algorithm for a discrete function f : {0, · · · , N − 1} → L, where L is a list of N numbers, such that f (x) is the (x + 1)-th element in L. We use the notation h for the oracle function and f for the function the minimum of which we want to find. Note that in the DH algorithm, the BBHT algorithm is used as a black box. BBW uses the BBHT algorithm explicitly, and can be written in a pseudo-code as Algorithm 2. GAS is the basis for the quantum algorithm used in this work. GAS reduces to the DH algorithm if: (1) the integer r i is chosen uniformly at random in the range 0 ≤ r i < m, (2) m is incremented as m = λm if y ≥ y i and m = 1 otherwise, where λ = 8/7, as in the BBHT algorithm, and (3) the termination condition is that the accumulated number of Grover's rotations is greater than 22.5 √ N + 1.4 log 2 N . Baritompa et. al improved the prefactor that describes the running time of the BBHT algorithm. They prove that for λ = 1.34, the expected number of oracle queries for the BBHT algorithm to find and verify a marked element repeated t times is at most 1.32 N/|M | BBHT uses the threshold 8 N/|M | . They also provide a detailed proof of the quadratic speedup of the DH algorithm when there are repeated elements. They have proposed a new version of the minimization algorithm by changing the method of choosing the number of Grover's rotations in each round of the algorithm. Instead of selecting r i at random, they have proposed a deterministic method in such way that the number of rotations follows a pre-computed sequence of integers. The BBW version avoids to set m = 1 each time the algorithm finds a new candidate for minimum. This is also proposed in Ref.
[6], which shows that the number of measurement reduces from O(log 2 N ) in the DH algorithm to O(log N ) in the version that set m = 1 only once at the beginning of the algorithm. The running time of the BBW deterministic version is 2.46 √ N , when there are no repeated elements while the running time of the DH algorithm is 22.5 √ N . There is no way to improve the scaling of those algorithms using quantum computing, as been proved by Bennett et. al [11] and Zalka [12] . Only the prefactor may be reduced.
A New Method for Continuous Functions
The new method proposed in this paper is a hybrid algorithm that employs a classical optimization routine to find a local minimum and the GAS algorithm to escape from that minimum towards another better candidate. We consider continuous and differentiable real functions f : D → R with n variables, where the domain D is a n-dimensional finite box. In order to implement a computer program to find the global minimum point of a continuous function, we discretize the function domain using intervals of same length ǫ for all variables and we convert the domain points, which form a n-dimensional array, into a one-dimensional array, generating a list of N points. After this discretization and conversion to one-dimensional representation, the domain of f can be taken as the set {0, · · · , N − 1}. This process is mandatory because to perform Grover's rotations we need an oracle function h with domain {0, · · · , N − 1}. The value of ǫ depends on the structure of the function and on the optimization problem. This parameter will be used in classical optimization routines to characterize the precision of local minimum points, and at the end to characterize the precision of the global minimum point. The general structure of the new algorithm is given in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: The New Method
Use a classical optimization routine with input x ′ to find a local minimum x 0 and set
Set m = 1 and λ = 1.34 (as suggested in BBW);
Choose r i uniformly at random in {0, · · · , ⌈m − 1⌉};
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Apply r i Grover's rotations;
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Perform a measurement. Let x ′ ∈ {0, · · · , N − 1} be the output;
Use the classical optimization routine with input x ′ to find a local minimum x i ;
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Set The termination condition determines the running time of the algorithm. In the new method, the termination condition takes into account the total number of Grover's rotations and the total number that the objective function is evaluated when classical optimization routines are employed. The weight of the classical objective function evaluation is higher by a factor of √ N / log N compared to the function evaluation in each Grover's rotation. If n 1 is the number of Grover's rotations and n 2 is the number of objective function evaluations in classical optimization routines, then the termination condition is
where n is the number of variables of the objective function. In the worst case, the algorithm has running time O( √ N ), and in cases for which classical algorithms are able to find the global minimum without using the quantum part, the running time is O(log n N ). Algorithm 3 is a randomized algorithm. The success probability cannot be calculated until the classical optimization algorithm is specified. We are assuming that in the worst case the classical algorithm will take O(log n N ) steps to find a local minimum after a initial point is given. The computational results presented in the next Section confirm that assumption.
Computational Results
Baritompa et. al compare their improved version of the minimization algorithm (BBW) to the one of Dürr and Høyer's (DH) by displaying performance graphs, that depict the success probability of the algorithms in terms of the (computational) effort. The effort is the number of objective function evaluations before a new candidate for minimum point is found plus the number of measurements. The number of measurements does not play an important role for large N , because it scales logarithmically in terms of N . In the first part of this Section, we use the same technique to show that the new method generates better results. This kind of analysis was performed in Ref. [13] for adaptive random search, the structure of which is similar to the Grover adaptive search. The details about the comparison between BBW and DH algorithms using performance graphs can be obtained in Refs. [2, 7, 8] . Figs. 1 and 2 show the performance graphs that compare the new method with the BBW and DH algorithms. We use one, two, and three-variable Griewank test functions with domain −40 ≤ x 0 , x 1 , x 2 ≤ 40, which are described in Appendix A. The classical routine used in Algorithm 3 (lines 3 and 11) to find a local minimum is the BOBYQA routine [25] . To generate those graphs, we create a sample with N function values taking {0, . . . , N − 1} as the domain set (as described in Sec. 3). The value of N for one-variable Griewank test is N = 2048, for two-variable is N = 256 2 , and for three-variable is N = 64 3 . We average out this process 100,000 times for each graph. We take larger parameter ǫ for the three-variable case, because to calculate the average is time-consuming. All algorithms are implemented in the C language, and it takes about half an hour in a 2.2 GHz Intel Core i7 processor to generate the graphs of Fig. 2 . The new method is better than the previous methods in all those tests. Note that it becomes even better when the number of variables increases, as can be seen in Fig. 2 . To have a success probability of 50% for the three-variable Griewank function, the effort of the new method is less than 200 and the effort of the BBW and DH algorithms must be greater than 500. Similar curves are obtained when we use other classical optimization routines, mainly for one and two-variable objective functions. For three-variable functions, some optimization routines did not produce good results. We discuss this problem later on, when we compare the efficiency of different optimization routines.
To compare the new method with BBW and DH in more details, we employ the most used performance test problems in global optimization, selecting test functions with one to three variables (the list of test functions is in Appendix A). For our experiments we use the NLopt C library [14] . NLopt is an open-source library under GNU license for nonlinear optimization with a collection of classical optimization routines. It can be used both for global and local optimization problems. In this work, we use this library for the latter case. It is written in C and has interface with many languages. The specific routines that we use in this work are:
• LBFGS -This routine is based on variable-metric updates via Strang recurrence of the low-storage BFGS routine [15, 16] .
• TNEWT -This routine is based on truncated Newton algorithms for large-scale optimization [17] .
• MMA -This routine is based on a globally-convergent method-of-moving-asymptotes algorithm for gradient-based local optimization, including nonlinear inequality constraints [18] .
• COBYLA -This routine is a constrained optimization by linear Approximations algorithm for derivativefree optimization with nonlinear inequality and equality constraints [19] .
• NMEAD -This routine is a simplex method for function minimization (Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm) [20, 21] .
• AGL -This routine is a globally convergent augmented Lagrangian algorithm with general constraints and simple bounds [23, 24] .
• BOBYQA -This routine performs derivative-free bound-constrained optimization using an iteratively constructed quadratic approximation for the objective function [25] .
• CCSA -This routine is a conservative convex separable approximation method, which is a variant of MMA algorithm [18] .
In the experiments that compare the optimization routines, we create a sample with N function values taking {0, . . . , N − 1} as the domain set (as described in Sec. 3). The value of N depends on the number of variables: for functions with one variable, we take N = 2048, for 2 variables, N = 2048 2 , and for 3 variables, N = 256 3 . With this sample, we compute the running time (number of objective function evaluations) of each algorithm until they find the correct global minimum. We are overriding the termination conditions in all algorithms in order to check what is the total number of function evaluations until the correct minimum is found. We average out this process 100 times for each routine. Table 1 shows the total number of function evaluations for the one-variable case performed by the new method. The first line lists the optimization routine used in Algorithm 3 (routines with asterisk use function derivative) and the first column lists the name of the test function. The expression and domain of the test functions are described in Appendix A. To highlight the best and worst routines described in Table 1 , we highlight the smallest number of evaluations in blue and largest in red for each test function. The results show that the routine efficiency depends on the test function in general. For one-variable functions, the LBFGS and BOBYQA routines have the best performance while NMEAD has the worst, except for the Shekel and Schwefel functions. The timings increase when we increase the number of sample values (smaller ǫ), but the table structure remains the same. On the other hand, if we decrease too much the number of sample values, the structure of the table changes significantly, and the information about the best and worst routines is almost meaningless. From the timings in Table 2 : Average number of evaluations of two-variable testbed functions using optimization routines specified in the first line. Smallest number of evaluations in blue and largest in red.
are better than routines that do not use derivative. The total simulation time to produce the data in Table 1 is at order of some minutes. Table 2 shows the total number of function evaluations for the two-variable case performed by the new method. The results show that the best-performance routines depend heavily on the test function. The BOBYQA routine has the best performance, while SBPLX has the worst performance. It is remarkable that the NMEAD routine has the best performance for the Shekel and Schwefel test functions and the worst performance for the Griewank, Michalewicz, Ackley, and Rastrigin functions. This behavior also occurs with one-variable functions, as we remarked earlier. All those six functions are multimodal. The total simulation time to produce the data in Table 2 is about one hour. Table 3 shows the total number of function evaluations for the three-variable case performed by the new method. The results show again that the best-performance routines depend heavily on the test function. The BOBYQA routine has a small advantage while NMEAD and SBPLX have the worst performance. Notice that we are using N = 256 3 in the discretization procedure, which means that we use 256 points in each axis. This number is rather small and represents the continuous functions in a gross manner. We do not use larger number of function values, because the total simulation time, which includes the averages, is long. Using such small number of function values, the best method seems to be BOBYQA and the worst NMEAD, similar to what happens with two-variable functions. It is also similar to what happens with one-variable functions, except that LBFGS is not as efficient as in one-variable case. The total simulation time to produce the data in Table 3 is about five hours. Table 4 shows the total number of objective function evaluations until the global minimum is found for the three algorithms used in this work. In this experiment, we use the same discretization parameters used in the previous tables and we override again the termination condition of the algorithms, that is, the algorithms run until the correct global minimum is found. When we use the correct termination condition for each Table 4 : Total number of objective function evaluations for the new method, the BBW and DH algorithms using one, two, and three-variable test functions.
algorithm, the number of objective function evaluations is close to the ones showed in the Table 4 , but in a fraction of cases (smaller than 50%) we do not find the correct global minimum point. In this experiment, the new method uses the most efficient routine for each test function, information that is obtained from Tables 1, 2 , and 3. For one and two-variable test functions, the advantage of the new method is remarkable. The advantage in the three-variable case is not so impressive, in contradiction to what we have concluded earlier, when we analyzed the performance graphs in Figs. 1 and 2 . For the Neumaier, Michalewicz, and Ackley functions, the BBW algorithm is better than the new method. This seems to be a consequence of the small number of functions values in the discretization procedure (N = 256 3 ). Table 5 shows the success probability of Algorithm 3 when we select the best optimization routine. The success probability is calculated in the following way: We run Algorithm 3 many times with the termination condition given by Eq. (2) and we count the number of times that the algorithm finds the correct global minimum. The success probability is the success rate. Table 5 is built using the data described in Appendix C, which shows the success probability of Algorithm 3 for all optimization routines. Notice that the success probabilities improve when we increase the number of variables. This shows that the termination condition given by Eq. (2) is sound. If the success probability for one variable (0.94) is not high enough for practical purposes, one can rerun the algorithm many times in order to improve this value. From Appendix C, we conclude that the BOBYQA routine is the best one on average for the testbed functions with one to three variables, while the SBPLX routine is the worst on average for one and two-variable functions and the NMEAD routine is the worst on average for three-variable functions. As an exception, the BOBYQA routine has a bad performance for the one-variable Rosenbrock function. Similar conclusions were drawn Table 5 : Success probability of Algorithm 3 using the best classical optimization routine.
from Tables 1, 2 , and 3. Those coincidences were expected since the experiments are correlated.
Conclusions
This paper proposed a new method for continuous global optimization problems, using GAS and classical routines to find efficiently a local minimum. Our numerical simulations show that DH, BBW, and the new method have very different asymptotic behavior, where the new method presented a better performance.
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B Standard Deviation
This Appendix shows the tables of the standard deviation of the number of evaluations for one, two, and three-variable test functions associated with Tables 1, 2 , and 3, respectively. In all tables, the smallest standard deviations are depicted in blue and largest in red. 
C Success Probability
This Appendix shows the tables of success probability of Algorithm 3 with the termination condition given by Eq. (2) for one, two, and three-variable test functions using the classical optimization routines. In all tables, the largest probability are depicted in blue and lowest in red. We have performed an average over 100 rounds for each Table 11 : Success probability for three-variable test functions.
